The characters in the short story "The Doll's House" are the following: Lil Kelvey- the older of the two Kelvey sister. She is often seen in a protective role, as Else Kelvey always follows her. The Doll's House. The doll's house is used in the story to symbolize the kind of lifestyle that the poor will never be able to enjoy, and of which they will only ever catch a tiny glimpse. Society puts a premium on Latest answer posted August 3, 2018 10:57 am UTC. Katherine Mansfield's story "The Doll's House" depicts life in two separate and distant social classes: The very wealthy rich and the very unfortunate poor coexisting as children in a school. The Latest answer posted March 3, 2012 3:19 am UTC. Find the complete The Enchanted World book series listed in order. Great deals on one book or all books in the series. Free US shipping on orders over $10. We use Cookies to collect information when you visit our site. You can learn more about how we use this information in our Privacy Policy. By closing this banner or continuing to use our site, you consent to our use of Cookies. Accept & Close. Skip to content. Stories of cursed dolls are rarer, although they do exist – Robert the doll in Florida being one of the most popular. Sit back, relax and enjoy whilst we explain just why these dolls are scary and explore some of the spookiest stories of these devilish dolls. Why Are Dolls Scary? Itâ€™s that "offness", that something that we canâ€™t quite put our finger on that creeps us out. And thatâ€™s without a doll being haunted. 1. The Story of Annabelle. Sheâ€™s one of the most notorious haunted dolls in history, and you can still meet her today if youâ€™ve got a spare $169 to drop. Do you want to spend four hours with one of the creepiest possessed dolls in America? Us neither. Annabelle used to belong to the Warrens. Enchanted Companions book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Dolls hold a power that time doesn't diminish, says author and doll... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Enchanted Companions: Stories Of Dolls In Our Lives as Want to Read: Want to Read saving...